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Junior Great Books Series K–1 Classic Read-Aloud Program

Overview

• Introduces the Shared Inquiry  activities 
found in Series 2–5.

• Sequence of activities is consistent unit to 
unit; discussions always use interpretive 
questions.

• Teacher’s edition format mirrors JGB 2-5.
• All activities are designed for classroom use.
• Developmentally appropriate for young stu-

dents learning to sustain attention, ask ques-
tions, and take turns speaking and listening.

• Emphasizes key inquiry skills of  listening, 
wondering, and sharing, with an orientation 
unit on each of these skills.

• Introduces some Shared Inquiry activities.
• Sequence of activities differs unit to unit; 

some discussions use evaluative, not inter-
pretive, questions.

• Teacher’s edition format differs from other 
GBF products.

• Each unit suggests one reading (of three) be 
done at home.

• Most appropriate for students who can fol-
low a longer story being read aloud and can 
follow text with very few pictures/ visual 
clues to meaning.

• Does not include a breakdown of key skills, 
and does not include orientation units.

Grade Levels

• Series K and 1 include stories and poems 
that are appropriate, relevant, engaging, and 
accessible for young students at these grade 
levels. 

• Grade-level phonics and sight words are 
suggested.

• Stories have fewer words per page (≤80 
words/page) than the classic program. Font 
is a little larger, and all pages have an illus-
tration. 

• Sailing Ship and Dragon series are recom-
mended for K-1, with Sun and Pegasus 
series recommended for 1. In practice, there 
is little difference between stories and poems 
at each level.  

• No phonics or sight word suggestions. 
• Stories are longer,  with few illustrations, so 

students need mature attention spans and 
must retain details to recall evidence.
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Texts

• 9  stories, 3 poems per series. Theme sugges-
tions included; teacher may use or not.

• Stories are folktales/fables, realistic fic-
tion, and fantasy fiction.  Many stories have 
contemporary settings with themes such as 
family, friendship, and cooperation. 

• Stories take 5–10 minutes to read aloud. 
Poems are at most two pages. 

• 6 stories, 3 poetry sets per book (a po-
etry set is three poems related to a theme, 
e.g..”Fanciful Animals”). 

• Most stories are folktales or fairy tales, in-
cluding “Snow White,” “Hansel and Gretel,” 
“The Frog Prince,” “The Pied Piper.” “Rum-
pelstitskin.” Many of these are the Grimms’ 
versions, which don’t shy away from cru-
elty. Also, many of the folktales include 
witchcraft/magic—some schools will need 
to know this.   

• These stories and poems tend to be longer, 
requiring 15-20 minutes to read aloud. 

Illustrations

• Full-color, one illustration per page to keep 
students engaged and give them clues to 
meaning. Not all scenes are illustrated, leav-
ing some things for students to visualize and 
draw. 

• Activity pages are illustrated, too, so stu-
dents are excited to draw and write! 

• Black & white, a few per story, mostly 
decorative (don’t support meaning of text or 
enhance understanding); however, this gives 
students many opportunities to visualize.

• Activity pages minimally illustrated and are 
also black and white.

Materials

• 1 TE per grade 
3 student books: 3 stories + 1 poem in each

• 4 activity pages per text in SE (books meant 
to be consumable)

• 1 TE per grade 
3 student books:  2 stories + 1 poetry set in 
each

• Activity pages per text in SE (books meant 
to be consumable)
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Activities

Consistent order of activities enables teacher 
and students to learn the sequence. 
• Prereading 
• First Reading with Sharing Questions
• Second Reading with Move! and/or Choral 

Reading
• Shared Inquiry Discussion

FLEXIBLE-USE
• Vocabulary activities for unit-specific target 

words
• Interpretive Drawing
• Dramatic Play

At the end of every volume, a “Character  
Connections” activity asks students to compare 
stories.

• Sequence of activities varies slightly from 
unit to unit, making it more challenging to 
learn.

• Introduction
• First Reading 
• Second Reading with GBs questions (at 

home) 
• My Favorite Word 
• Third Reading
• Sharing Questions Discussion

Drawing and writing activities are interspersed 
between the activities above. 

Extras

• Assessment and reflection: rubrics and other 
tools for students and teachers

• Theme connection ideas
• Family-engagement activities (online) 
• Related project suggestions
• Related reading lists (online)
• Creative AND evaluative writing prompts 

and activity pages

• Theme connection ideas
• Related reading lists (in appendix)

Audio Recordings

• MP3 files (downloadable) • CDs
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